NOTE:

1. FIBRE SIZE:
   9/125, 50/125 OR 62.5/125

2. FIBRE TYPE:
   2 CORE MIL-TAC D Ø 5.0mm (BACKSHELL)
   900 µm BUFFERED FIBRE (NO BACKSHELL)

3. MATERIAL:
   SHELL: STAINLESS STEEL 316, PASSIVATED
   BACKSHELL: ACETAL, BLACK

4. BACKSHELL CANNOT BE FITTED WHEN MOUNTING FROM FRONT

CONNECTOR WITHOUT BACKSHELL
(SEE SHEET 2 FOR CONNECTOR WITH BACKSHELL)
SEE SHEET 1 FOR NOTES

CONNECTOR WITH BACKSHELL
(SEE SHEET 1 FOR CONNECTOR WITHOUT BACKSHELL)

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED:
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN mm
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